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STATEMENT OF THE
GOVERNIIIENT OF THE
PtrOPLE'S REPI-]BN,IC OF' CHINA
(May 2a, 1969)

On March 29, 1969; the Soviet Government issued a statement on the Sino-Soviet
boundary question. On April L, 1969, ViceChairman Lin Piao of the Central Comrnittee of the Communist Party of China

pointed out

in his report to the

Ninth

National Congress of the Communist Party

of China: In its

statement, the Soviet
was
Government
"stiIl clinging to its
obstinate aggressor stand, while expressing willingness to resume 'eonsultations'.
Our Government is considering its reply

to this."

The Communist Party of China and the
Chinese Government have always held
that boundary questions should be settled
by negotiations through diplomatic channels and that, pending a settlement, the
status quo of the boundary should be
maintained and conflicts averted. This
was our stand in the past and remains
our stand at present. T'lee development
of the Sino-Soviet boundary question to
its present state is wholly the responsibility of the Soviet side. The Chinese Government hereby states the trdth about the
Sino-Soviet boundary question and its
consistent position as follows:

I.

CIIENPAO ISLAND IS CHINA'S TERRI.
TOBY AND TTIE CIIENPA.O IS[.ANI)

INCIDENT W,dS DELXEER.{TELY
PROVOI{ED BY THE
SOVIET GOVERNMENT
Chenpao Island has always been China's

territory. Before 1860, the Wusuli
,

River

where Chenpao Island is situated was still
an inland river of China' It was only
after the Opiurn War in the 19th century
when the capitalist powers, one after

another, imposed unequal treaties on
China that the Wusuli River was stipulated
as forming part of the boundary between
China and Russia in the "Sino-Russian
Treaty of Peking" of 1860. According to
established principles of international law,
in the case of navigable boundary rivers,
the central line of the main channel shall
form the boundary line and determine the
ownership of islands. Situated on the
Chinese side of the central line of the
main channel of the Wusuli River, Chenpao Island indisputably belongs to China
and has always been under China's jurisdiction.

The Soviet Government invoked

the

the demarcation

line

map attached to the "Sino-Russian Treaty
of Peking", asserting that in the area of

Chenpao Island

shown on this map "passes directly along
the Chinese bank of the Ussuri River" and
vainly atternpting to prove thereby that
Chenpao Island belongs to the Soviet
Union. But this attached map can in no
way help it out of its present predicament.

The map attached to the "Sino-Russian
Treaty of Peking" was drawn unilaterally
by tsarist Russia before the boundary was
surveyed in 1861. And in 1861, China and
Russia surveyed and marked only the land
boundary south of the Hsingkai Lake but
not the river boundary on the Wusuli and
Heilung Rivers, and a red line was drawn
on the attached map on a scale srnaller
than 1:1,000,000 only to indicate that the
two rivers form the boundary between the
two countries. The red line on this attached map does not, and cannot possibly,
show the precise location of the borrndary
Iine in the rivels, still less is it intended
to determine the ownership of islands.
4

it can in no way prove that Chenpao Island belongs to the Soviet Union.
In fact, after the conclusion of the
"Sino-Russian Treaty of Peking", the two
sides always took the central line of the
main channel for determining the ownership of islands and exercised jurisdiction
Hence,

accordingly. This was also repeatedly
borne out by letters from the frontier
officials of tsarist Russia to the Chinese
side. For instance, in his letter of May
8, 1908 to a Chinese official, the frontier
commissar of the Amur Region of tsarist
Russia Kuzmin made it clear: 'olf countries are divided by a river, then the line
running along the middle of the river
should be taken as the boundary line
between them. On navigable rivers, this
line should be drawn along the channel."
Again, in his letter of September 6 of the
same year to the Chinese official, Kuzmin

stated: "Islands in the rivers are divided

by the river channel."

During the Sino-Soviet boundary negotiations in 1964, the Soviet representative
also had to admit that the red line on the
map attached to the "Sino-Russian Treaty
of Peking" cannot show the precise alignment of the boundary line in the rivers,
nor can it possibly determine the ownership of islands; he could not but agree
that the central line of the main channel
should be taken for determining the boundary line on the rivers and the ownership

of

islands.

It should also be pointed out that Chenpao Island was originally not an island,
but a part of the bank on the Chinese
side of the Wusuli River, which later became an island as a result of erosion by
the river water. To this day, Chenpao
Island still connects with the Chinese bank
at low water, and the river-arm to the
west of the Island has never become a
waterway,
The Chenpao Island incident was deliberately provoked by the Soviet side. In
6

recent years, Soviet troops have repeatedly

been sent in helicopters, armoured cars
and vehicles to intrude into China's territory Chenpao Island for provocations.
During the first two months of this year
alone, they intruded into the Island as

many as eight times. They kidnapped

Chinese inhabitants, assaulted and wound-

ed Chinese frontier guards and

seized

arms and ammunition. With regard to the

provocations by the Soviet side, the Chinese side aII along exercised the utmost
forbearance, persisting in reasoning things
out on the basis of the facts and demanding that the Soviet side stop its intrusions
and provocations. However, thinking that
China was weak and could be bullied, the
Soviet side became ever more unbridled.
When they intruded into China's Chenpao
Island on February 16, the Soviet troops
flagrantly clamoured that they would use
force of arms should the Chinese frontier
guard.s go there for patrols again. Fo11ow7

ing that, the Soviet Far Eastern frontier
troops entered into No. 1 combat readiness.
On March 2, large numbers of Soviet
troops in armoured cars and vehicles intruded into China's territory the Chenpao
Island area simultaneously from NizhneMikhailovka and Kulebyakinye, launched
a sudden attack on the Chinese frontier
guards on normal patrol duty and were
the first to open fire with guns and cannons, killing and wounding many Chinese
frontier guards on the spot. Driven beyond the limits of forbearance, the Chinese frontier guards were compelled to
fight back in self-defence. On March 15,
Soviet troops again intruded into Chenpao
Island and shelled areas deep within Chinese territory on the Chinese side of the
river, thus creating a new incident of
bloodshed. Such is the truth about the
Chenpao Island inci.dent. No amount of
lies will help the Soviet Government escape the responsibility for its crimes.
B

U. TIIE

TREATIES EELATING TO THE

PIBESETIT SINO-SOVIET BOI]NDAR,Y

ARE AL[, UNEQU,d[., TtsEATIES
IMPOSED O}[ CHINA BY TS.A.RIST
RUSSIAN IMPERIALISM

'

Tsarist Russia, a European country, was
originally not contiguous to Clrina. Tsarist
Russia began to expand eastwards in the
16th century, and it was not until the
latter half of the 17th century that there
'arose the question of
a boundary with
China. In 1689, China and Russia concluded their first boundary treaty, the
"Treaty of Nipchu", which defined the
eastern sector of the Sino-Russian boundary. In L727, China and Russia concluded
the "Burinsky Treaty", which defined the
middle sector of the Sino-Russian boundary (the larger part of this sector of the
boundary has now become MongolianSoviet boundary). As for the western
frontier of China, it was then at the Balk-

hash Lake, a great distance from the'
boundary of tsarist Russra.
After the OPium War of 1840, China
was gradualy reduced to a semi-colony,
while Russia was gractually becoming a
military-feudal imperialist country. Beginning lrom the fifties of the 19th cenirrry, tsarist Russia colluded with the
Western imperialist countries in pursuing
ihe aggressive policy of carving up China'
Within the short space of half a century,
it forced China to sign a series of unequal
treaties, by which it annexed more than
1.5 million square kilometres of Chinese
territory, an area three tirnes that of
France or tlvelve times that of Czechoslovakia.

While the allied Anglo-F'rench imperialattac,king Tientsin and
threatening Peking in their aggression
against China, tsarist Russian imperialism
seized the opportunity to compel the
authorities of the Ching Dynasty by force
of arrns to sign the "Sino-Russian Treaty

ist forces were
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of Aigun" on May 28, 1858, by which it
annexed more than 600,000 square kilornetres of Chinese territory north of the
Heilung River and south of the Outer
Khingan Mountains and placed the Chinese territory east of the Wusuli River

under the joint possession of China and
Russia.

Taking advantage of the military pressure brought about by the occupation of
Peking by the allied Anglo-FYench forces
invading China, alleging that it had made
contributions in mediati-on and threatening that "it is not difficult to renew the
war", tsarist Russia forced the Ching
Dynasty Government to sign the "SinoRussian Treaty of Peking" on November
14, 1860, by which it forcibly incorporated
some 400,000 square kilornetres of Chinese
territory east of the Wusuli River into
Russia.

By the "Sino-Russian Treaty of Peking"
and by the "Tahcheng Protocol on the
Delimitation of Sino-Russian Boundary"
11

which tsarist Russia forced the Ching
Dynasty Government to sign on October
7, 1864, tsarist Russia further annexed
more than 440,000 square kilometres of
territory in the western part of China.
In 1871, tsarist Russia sent troops to
forcibly occupy China's Ili area, who entrenched themselves there for as long as
ten years; on February 24, lBBl, it forced
the Ching Dynasty Government to sign
the "Sino-Russian Ili Treaty". By the
"Sino-Russian IIi Treaty" and the subsequent protocols on boundary delimitation,
tsarist Russia further incorporated more
than 70,000 square kilometres of Chinese
territory into the territory of tsarist
Russia.

The great teachers of the world proletariat Marx, Engels and Lenin had long
made brilliant conclusions on the unequal
nature of these treaties. Commenting on
the "Sino-Russian Treaty of Aigun" in
1858, Marx said that ". . by his second
opium-war he [John BuIl] has helped her
L2

[Russia]

to the invaluable tlact lying be-

i**"t the Gulf of Tartary and Lake Bai-

kal, a region so rnuch coveted by Russia
tlrat from Czar -&lexey Michaelowi'tch

tnown to lr[icolaus, she has always attempt-

it".t Engels also pointed out in
year that Russia despoiled
same
the
country as large as France
a
of,
"China
and Germany put togethet, and of a river
as large as the Danuhe" and that "Not
satisfied with this, she has obtained the
establishment of a Eusso-Chinese Cornxnission to fix the boundaries. Now, we all
know what such a comrnission is in the
hands of tsussia. We have seen them at
work on the Asiatic frontiers of Turkey,
whete they kept slicing away pi'ece alter
piece from that country, for mote than
twenty years"'2 Things turned out to be
exactly as Engetrs had v'zisely foreseen'
After 1858, tsarist Russia was "slicing
away piece after piece" of Chinese territory with the signing of each treaty and
with every survey of the boundary' Lenin
ed to get
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also

bitterly denounced tsarist Russia more

than once for its crimes of aggression
against China. Lenin pointed out that

" . . . the European

governments (the Rus-

sian Government among the very first)
have already started to partition China.
Ilowevel, they have not begun this partitioning openly, but stealthily, like thieves,,
and that "The policy of the tsarist government in China is a crirninal policy,".3
While glibly talking about being ,,true
to Lenin's behests" in its statement of
March 29, the Soviet Government in the
very same statement directly opposed the
brilliant conclusions made by Marx, Engels
and Lenin and thoroughly betrayed their
teachings.

In order to suit the needs of its social._
imperialist policy, the Soviet Government
even described tsarist R,ussian imperialist
aggression against serni-colonial China
after the mid-lgth century as ,,disputes,,
between "Chinese emperors and tsars,', in
which there was no question of who was
t4

the aggressor and who the victim of aggression, nor was there any question of
whether the treaties concluded between
them are equal or not. This is a gangster
logic in defence of tsarist Russian imperialist aggression.
In his time the great Lenin warmly
supported China and all other oppressed
countries in opposing aggression by tsarist
Russian imperialism and all other imperialists, He said that " . . . if tomorrow,
Morocco were to declare war on France,
or India on Britain, or Persia or China on
Russia, and so on, these would be 'just',
and 'defensivo' wats, imesytectinse of who
would be the first to attack; any socialist
would wish the oppressed, dependent and
unequal states victory over the oppressor, slave-holding and predatory 'Great'
Powers".4 Today when PeoPIe review
these teachings of Lenin's, they can only
come to one conclusion: Such energetic
propagation of the imperialist gangster
logic by the Soviet Governrnent is not
15

only "alien to the Leninist policy,,, but
is also a most shameless ,betrayal of
Leninism.

IEI.

TTXE F.A.CT TTIAT THERE EXISTS A
EOI]I{DA,TBV @UESTION BETX,T/EE}J CTIII\IA

AIVI} THE SOVIET UNION
CANNOT BE OBLITERAT'ED

T'here exists a boundary question be_
tween China and the Soviet Union not
only because tsarist Russia annexed more
than 1.5 million square kilometres of Chinese territory by the unequ.al treaties it
imposed on China, but also because it
crossed in many places the boundary line
stipuJ.ated by the unequal treaties and
further occupied vast expanses of Chinese
territory. Even tracts of Chinese territory
vrhich have always been under the Chinese Government's jurisdiction have been
drawn as Soviet territory. For instance,
in the Pamir area, tsarist Russia occupied
16

more than 20,000 square kilometres of
Chinese territory in violation of the
stipulations of the "Protocol on SinoRussian Boundary in the Kashgar Region"
of 1884. Again for instance, in the sector
of the Wusuli and Fleilung Rivers, the
Soviet Government, in violation of the
"Sino-Russian Treaty of Aigun", the
"Sino-Russian Tkeaty of Peking" and the
estabtished principles of international law,
has gone so far as to draw the boundary
line almost entirely along the Chinese
bank and in some places even on China's
inland rivers and islands, marking as Soviet

territory over 600 of the 700 and more
Chinese islands on the Chinese side of the
central tine of the main channel, which
cover an area of more than 1,000 square
kilometres.

With regard to the unequal treaties im-

posed on China by tsarist Russia, the great

Lenin always stood for their annulment'
On September 2'l , 1920, the Government of Soviets led by Lenin solemnly

L7

proclaimed: It "declares null and void all
the treaties concluded with China by the
former Governments of Russia, renounces
all seizure of Chinese territory and all
Russian concessions in China and restores
to China, without any compensation and
for ever, a1l that had been predatorily
seized from her by the Tsar's Government
and the Russian bourgeoisie".
F\rrthermore, the "Agreement on General Principles for the SetUement of the
Questions Betu,een China and the Soviet
IJnion" signed on May 3L, 1924 stipulates
that at the conference agreed upon by
both sides, they are to "annul all Conventions, Treaties, Agreements, Protocols,
Contracts, etcetera, concluded between the
Government of China and the Tsarist Government and to replace them with new
treaties, agreements, etcetera, on the basis
of equality, reciprocity and justice, as well
as the spirit of the Declarations of the
Soviet Government of the years of 1g19
and 1920" and "to re-demarcate their na1B

tional boundaries . . ., and pending such
re-demarcation, to maintain the present
boundaries".

In pursuance of the 1924 Agreement,
China and the Soviet Union held talks in
1926 to discuss the re-demarcation of the
boundary and the conclusion of a new
treaty. Owing to the historical conditions
at the time, no agreement was reached by
the two sides on the boundary question,
no re-demarcation of the boundary be-tween the two countries was made and no
new equal treaty was concluded by the
two countries, and thus this proletarian
policy of Lenin's failed to come true.
The above facts fully show that the
treaties relating to the present Sino-Soviet
boundary are a1l unequal treaties, that
they should all be annulled and that the
Sino-Soviet boundary question remains an
outstanding issue. In its statement, the
Soviet Government did not even say a
single word about the fact that under the
above-mentioned Declarations and Agreel9

it is "all" the treaties concluded with
China that are to be annulled and it is
"all" the seized Chinese territory that is
to be renounced, but uttered the nonsense
that the 1924 Agreement did not "consider"

for the settlement of the boundary question, still less can they prove that there
does not exist a boundary question between China and the Soviet Union.

ment,

the boundary treaties "as being among the
unequal treaties" and that "there was no
talk of their being annulled". This is indeed a "juggling with history, adaptlng it

ilT.

BORDEts CONFT,ICTS

It is understandable that the boundary
question existing between China and the
Soviet Union was not settled when China
was under reactionary rule. The founding of the People's Republic of

sen's
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OF'

TIIE BOUNDARY AI{D PtsOVO[iED

to its territorial c1aims".
Chairman Mao spoke highly of the declaration of the annul-ment of the unequal
treaties between China and Russia made
by the Government of Soviets led by
Lenin. However, from Chairman Mao's
words no conclusion whatsoever can be
drawn that there does not exist a boundary
question betr,veen China and the Soviet
Union. The same is true of Dr. Sun Yat-

remarks. As for the "Sino-Soviet
Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual
Assistance" and the "Sino-Soviet Agreement on Navigation on Boundary Rivers",
they are in no sense a treaty or agreenrent

TTIE SOVIET GOVtrF"1\IMENT EIAS

VIOLATED TEIE S'f,.ATUS QI]O

t
fl

China

created all the necessary conditions for a
reasonable settlement of the Sino-Soviet
boundary question. Owing to variotl's
reasons, no start was made to settle the
question at the tirne, yet the Sino-Soviet
border was all along tranquil.
Since 1960, the Soviet Government has

gone farther and farther down the
2l

road of betraying Marxism-Leninism. It
restores capitalism at home and pursues
a social-imperialist policy abroad, it allies
with U.S. imperialism and opposes socialist
China, and it has incessantly violated the
status quo of the boundary and tried to
occupy Chinese territory which has always been under the Chinese Government's jurisdiction, thus aggravating the
Sino-Soviet boundary question. The Soviet Government directed Soviet frontier
troops to push their patrol routes into
Chinese territory, build military installations within Chinese territory, assault and
kidnap Chinese border inhabitants, sabotage their production and carry out al1 sorts
of provocative and subversive activities. In
1962, the Soviet Government incited and
coerced more than 60,000 Chinese citizens
in the Ili and Tahcheng areas of Sinkiang,
China into going to the Soviet Union, and
it has up to now refused to send thern
back.
22

Since 1964, the Soviet Government has
sent large reinforcements to the SinoSoviet border, stepped up its violation of
the status quo of the boundary, carried
out armed provocations and created incidents of bloodshed. From October 15, 1964
to March 15 this year, the Soviet side provoked as many as 4,189 border incidents,
two and a half times the number of those
it provoked from 1960 to 1964, with its
tactics getting even more vicious and its
behaviour even more unbridled. Soviet
troops intruded into Chinese territory, indulging in murder and arson, killing barehanded Chinese fishermen and peasants
by beating and running armoured cars
over them or even throwing them alive
into the river. Lenin indignantly condemned the Russian government for its
atrocities of slaughtering peaceable Chinese inhabitants in these words: " . . . they
flung themselves upon it [China] like savage beasts, burning down whole villages,
23

shooting, bayonetting, and drowning in
the Arnur River unarmed inhabitants,
their wives, and their children".5 What
difference is there between the presentday atrocities committed by the Soviet
Government against Chinese inhabitants
on the Wusuli and l{eilung Rivers and the
atrocities by the tsarist Russian government which were bitterly denounced by
Lenin in those daYs !?
The Chenpao Island incident is the inevitable result of the Soviet Government's
violation of the status quo of the SinoSoviet boundary and pursuance of its
social-imperialist policy over a long period
of tirne. The sanguinary conflicts on Chenpao trsland. were deliberately engineered by
the Soviet Government in order to cover
up its capitulation on the Berlin question
and cu.rry favour with U.S' imperialism,
so that it can further ally with U.S. imperialism against China. By this action, the
Soviet Government te1ls the United States
24

that China is the common enemy of the
United States and the Soviet Union.

V. IT IS TTIE SOVIET

GOVERNMENT
TE&RI'I'OTiY
EVEBYWIIER,E

TIIAT EXPANDS ITS

In its statement, the Soviet Government slanderously asserted that China
"queries the present boundaries of the
countries neighbouring on China" and that
"claims are being advanced on neighbouring territories", vainly attempting to

show that the Chinese Government pursues a policy of expansion. Such clumsy
tactics are indeed both ridiculous and pitiable! The whole world knows that since
the founding of the People's Republic of
China, the Chinese Government has satisfactorily settled complicated boundary
questions left over by history and concluded boundary treaties with neighbouring countries such as Burma, Nepal,
25

Pakistan, the People's Republic of Mongolia

and Afghanistan, with the exception of
the Soviet Union and India. China does
not have a single soldier stationed in any
foreign country. China has no territorial
claims against any of her neighbouring
countries, and has not invaded or occupied
a single inch of territory of any foreign
country.
Today, the Soviet Government is not
only forcibly occupying the territories of
other countries and refuses to return them,
but has under new conditions advanced
the theories
new theories for aggression
of "limited sovereignty", of -"international
dictatorship" and of the "socialist community". It has already turned some East
European corrntries and the PeopJ.e's Republic of Mongolia into its colonies and
military bases. It flagrantly sent several

hr;rrdred thousand troops to occupy
Czechoslovakia and brutally suppress the
Czechoslovak people. It regards heroic
Albania as a thorn in its flesh. It menaces
26

It has dispatched
its fleet to the Mediterranean Sea, trying
hard to control the Arab countries by
taking advantage of their difficulties. Its
Rumania and Yugoslavia.

aggressive designs are even more ambitious,
and its claws have stretched out even
farther, than those of tsarist Russia.

Harbouring ulterior motives, the Soviet
Government, moreover, talked glibly
about' Soviet assistance to China in its
statement. It is true that under the leadership of the great Lenin and Stalin, the
Soviet people rendered assistance to the
Chinese people, which the Chinese people

will never forget. In turn, the

Chinese

people led by their great leader Chairman
Mao also rendered assistance to the Soviet
people, which the Soviet people will never

forget either. Such mutual support and
assistance between the Chinese and Soviet
peoples in revolutionary struggles will
certainly continue in the future. However, it must be pointed out that in the

past decade the Soviet Government has
completety betrayed the internationalist
foreign policy of Lenin and Stalin, done
aII evils against Chi.na and committed towering crimes against the Chinese people'
It is not qualified at all to talk about assistance rendered to the Chinese peoptre
at the time of Lenin and Stalin' At present,
the Soviet Government is everywhere perpetrating acts of aggression and plunder
against the people of other countries
,rardut the signboard of "assistance"' Such
practice of the So',ziet Government is
exactly the same as that of U.S' imperial1Em.

tive in proposing to the Soviet Government that negotiations be held. Furthermore, on August 23, 1963, the Chinese
Government put forward to the Soviet

Government a six-point proposal for maintaining the status quo of the boundary and
averting conflicts. Sino-Soviet boundary
negotiations finally took place in Peking

in 1964. During the

THE CIIINESE GOVERNMENT STAI{DS
FOts PEACEFUL NEGOTIATIONS AND

VI.

IS

AGAINST RF,SORT TO
THE USE OF FORCE

The Chinese Government has consislenLly

stood and worked for the settlement of
28

boundary questions with its neighbouring
countries through negotiations and for the
rnaintenance of the status qud of the
boundary pending a settlement. As early
as August 22 and September 21, 1960, the
Chinese Government twice took the initia-

negotiations, the

Chinese side took the reasonable stand
that the treaties relating to the present
Sino-soviet boundary should be taken as
the basis for setUing the boundary question, and it made the maximum efforts
and showed the greatest sincerity for the
settlement of the Sino-Soviet boundary
question. If the Soviet Government had
29

the slightest sincerity, it would not have
been difficult to settle the Sino-Soviet
boundary question. What Premier Chou
En-lai said in answering the provocative
question of an American correspondent at
a press conference held in Kathmandu on
April 28, 1960 precisely expressed this idea
of the Chinese Governryrent. However,
the Soviet Government clung to its bigpower chauvinist and territorial expansionist" stand; it not only wanted to keep
under its forcible occupation the Chinese
territory which tsarist Russia had seized
by means of the unequal treaties, but also
insisted that China recognize as belonging
to the Soviet Union all the Chinese territory which it had occupied or atternpted
to occupy in violation of the treaties, and
as a result the negotiations were disrupted.
Hence, while China has now settled bound-

ary questions with many of her neighbouring countries, only the boundary
questions between China and the Soviet
30

Union and between China and India
remain unsettled.
While expressing willingness to resume
"consultations" in its staternent of March
29, the Soviet Government tried hard to
deny the existence of a boundary question
between China and the Soviet Union,
which actually amounts to saying that
there is nothing to discuss at all.
While indicating in its statement that
"urgent practical measures should be
taken to norrnalize the situation on the
Soviet-Chinese border", the Soviet Government has continued to direct Soviet
troops to open fire with light and heavy
machine-guns and heavy artillery on
China's'Chenpao Island and areas deep
within Chinese territory, and to this day
the firing has not ceased; at the same
time, it is carrying out provocations in
other sEctors of the Sino-Soviet boundary'
Reading from a prepared text, the Soviet
frontier representative even brazenly
threatened on April 3: "The Soviet lInion
31

cease fire unless the Chinese
Government holds negotiations with the
Soviet Government, nor will it cease fire
unless the Chinese withdraw from Damansky Island" (N.8. China's Chenpao

will not

Island).

Furthermore, the Soviet Government
has canvassed among the imperialist countries headed by the United States, begging

for their support. Meanwhile, setting in
motion all its propaganda machines, it has
done its utmost to spread lies and slanders, tried to fan up national chauvinist
sentiments, made war clamours and brandished nuclear weapons at China.
The above series of facts show that it is
highly doubtful as to how much sincerity
the Soviet Government has, after all, for
negotiations.

The development of the Sino-Soviet
boundary question to its present state is
not the responsibility of the Chinese side.
Nevertheless, the Chinese Government is
32

still ready to seek an overall settlement of
the Sino-Soviet boundary question through
peaceful negotiations and is against resort
to the use of force.
The Chinese Government holds that it
rnust be confirmed that the treaties relating to the present Sino-Soviet boundary
are all unequal treaties imposed on China
by tsarist Russian imperialism. But taking

into consideration the fact that it

was

tsarist Russian imperialism which compelled China to sign these treaties when
power was in the hands of neither the
Chinese people nor the Russian people and

the Soviet people bear no responsibility
and that large numbers of Soviet labouring people have lived on the land over a
long period of time, the Chinese Government, out of the desire to safeguard the
revolutionary friendship between the
Chinese and Soviet peoples, is still ready
to take these unequal treaties as the basis
for determining the entire alignment of
D$

the boundany line between the two countries and for settling aIl existing questions
relating to the boundary. Any side which
occupies the territory of the other side in
violation of the treaties must, in principle,
return it whoily and unconditionally to
the other side, and this brooks no ambiguity. The Chinese Government maintains
that what should be done is to hold negotiations for the overall settlement of the
Sino-Soviet boundary question and the
conclusion of a new equal treaty to replace the old unequal ones, and not to
hold "consultations" for "clarification on
individual sectors of the Soviet-Chinese
state border line".
Of course, on the premise that the treaties relating to the present Sino-Soviet
boundary are taken as the basis, necessary
adjustments at individual places on the
boundary can be made in accordance with
the principles of consultation on an equal
footing and of mutual understanding and
3{

mutual accommodation. But it is absolutely impermissible to take such a truculent
attitude: What the tsars occupied is yours,
and what you want to occupy is yours, too.
In order to bring about a peaceful settlement of the Sino-Soviet boundary question, the Soviet Government must stop all
its provocations and armed threats on the
Sino-Soviet border. Neither a small war,
nor a big war, nor a nuclear war can ever
intimidate the Chinese people. The Chinese Government once again proposes:
Each side ensures that it shall maintain
the status quo of the boundary and not
push forward by any means the line of
actual control on the border, and that in
sectors where a river forms the boundary,
the frontier guards of its side shall not
cross the central line of the main channel
and of the main waterway; each side ensures that it shall avert conflicts and that
under no circumstances shall the frontier
guards of its side fire at the other side;
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there should be no interference in the normal productive activities carried out by the
border inhabitants of both sides according
to habitual practice.

The Chinese Government holds that
negotiations are intended for settling

questions and not for deceiving the people.
To make serious negotiations possible, it
is essential to adopt an honest attitude,
and not a h5npocritical attitude. In its note
of April 11 to the Chinese Government,
the Soviet Government suggested that
"consultations" start right on April 15 in
Moscow and, without waiting for a reply

from the

Chinese Government,

Iished the note on the following

it

day'

pubThis

attitude of the Soviet Government's is far
from being serious, to say the least' The
Chinese Government proposes that the
date and place for the Sino-Soviet boundary negotiations be discussed and decided
upon by both sides through diplomatic
channels.
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The Chinese Government hopes that the
Soviet Government will make a positive
response to the above proposals.
The Soviet Government will have completely miscalculated if it should take the
Chinese Government's stand for a peaceful
settlement of the boundary question as a
sign that China is weak and can be bulIied, thinking that the Chinese people can
be cowed by its policy of nuclear blackmail
and that it can realize its territorial claims
against China by means of war. Armed
with Mao Tsetung Thought and tempered
through the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, the 700 million Chinese people
are not to be bullied. The Chinese people's
great leader Chairrnan Mao has taught us:
"We will not attack unless we are attacked;
if we are attacked, we will certainly
counter-attack." "As far as our ovvll
desire is concerned" we don't want to fight
even for a single day. But if circumstances

force us to fight, we can fight to the
finish." This is the answer of the Chinese
37

Government and people to the Soviet
Government's policies of war and nuclear
blackmail.
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On March 29, the Soviet Government
a statement on the Sino-Soviet
boundary question. In this statement,
flaunting the signboard of resuming
"consultations", the Soviet Government
did its utmost to distort the truth about
produced

the Chenpao Island incident and the SinoSoviet boundary question and wantonly
slandered and attacked China with its
habitual tactics of standing facts on their
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head and of a thief crying "stop thief",
attempting to cover up its crimes of pursuing its social-imperialist policy of aggfession, encroaching upon Chinese territory and provoking armed conflicts' On
April 11, the Soviet Government further
addressed a note to the Chinese side, pressing'the latter to arrive in Moscow within
four d.ays for "consultations" with it on
the Sino-Soviet boundary question and,
without waiting for a reply from the Chinese Government, it made public the note
on April 12. On April L4, the Chinese
Government totd the Soviet Government
in explicit terms: "We will give you a
reply, please calm down a little and do not
get excited.'l However, unable to restrain
itself, the Soviet Governrnent hastily
'jumped out and clamoured that the Chinese Government had tried by every possible means to conceal from the Chinese
people the content of the statement of the
Government of the USSR.
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We now publish in

full the text of the

statement of the Soviet Government. This
statement is an excellent piece of teaching
material by negative example. From this

statement, people can see even more
clearly the true features of Soviet revisionist
social-imperialism, and they can also see
to what depths the new tsars of today
have sunk in trying to realize their fond
dream of territorial expansion!
Here we would like to ask the Soviet
Government to do the same and p,ublish in
full the text of the statement of the Chinese
Government in the Soviet press. Please
do so if you do not have a guilty conscience and are not cowardly and if you do
not want to "conceal" it from the Soviet
people!
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